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Masters Swimming Ontario 

Board of Directors Meeting 

Skype meeting 

Sunday, January 15, 2017 

 

MINUTES 

 
Board Members Present:  

Michael Lindsay 

Jake Nesovic 

Carla Oliveira 

Brian Sheridan 

Matisse Nelis 

 

Staff Members Present: 

Brigitte Zirger 

 

Board Member Regrets: 

Caroline King 

 

Staff Regrets: 

Brian Croker 

 

Michael opened the meeting at 7:05pm.  Quorum confirmed. 

 

1. Adoption of the agenda 

Jake requested an additional topic be added to discuss replacing the 3 board members who 

have resigned.  

 

2. Approval of last meeting minutes 

Carla read the minutes from the December 11th meeting.  Corrections were made real time as 

they were being read. 

Motion 1: That the minutes from the December 11 meeting is approved as written and updated.  

Moved by Carla Oliveira and seconded by Brian Sheridan. 

 

Carla then read the minutes from the December 22nd meeting.  Corrections were made real time 

as they were being read. 

Motion 2: That the minutes from the December 22 meeting is approved as written and updated.  

Moved by Carla Oliveira and seconded by Jake Nesovic. 

 

3. Review SNC’s letter and MSC’s legal advice 

Since the December 22nd board meeting, the following has transpired with respect to sharing 

MSO member data with Swimming Canada: 
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• December 22nd, Michael sent an email to Doug from MSC confirming MSO will only 

share member names and registration numbers. 

• December 26th, Michael spoke with Ahmed from SNC.  Ahmed sent a follow up email 

after the call explaining why SNC needs the data and how they will use it.  Ahmed also 

asked that MSO reconsider providing all member data; SNC could implement the 

changes by Jan 1.  Michael followed up with the board via email requesting 

reconsideration of the decision to share data.  

• December 30th Michael reconfirmed with Ahmed that the MSO board is only willing to 

provide name and registration number.  Ahmed explained he would be sending official 

letters to Swim Ontario and the rest of the PSO’s in Canada as well as MSC on their 

official decision and position. 

• January 9th Ahmed shared with MSC-ED the letter that was sent to the PSOs indicating 

that only clubs registered with Swimming Canada’s registration system can apply to the 

PSO for an event sanction.  Only swimmers registered in the same system can enter and 

attend a sanctioned event. Michael forwarded the letter to MSO BoD on January 11. 

• January 11th Doug from MSC provided a letter from Steve Indig at Sport Law and 

Strategy Group regarding the disclosure of registrants’ personal information to third 

parties. 

 

Jake referred to the email from Ahmed on December 26th and had several concerns with the 

comments in his email including  

- reference to the data being used for marketing purposes at least once 

- unclear what technical issues they have by not receiving all the data they requested 

- mention that they will contact members 

- reference to the MOU; it remains unclear who had authority to sign the MOU 

 

Brian asked if SNC has addressed the privacy concern of sharing data of members; Michael 

confirmed they have not. 

 

Jake indicated Swimming Canada should be dealing with MSC, not with MSO directly on this 

issue.  

 

Michael has spoken to Doug and he is open to meeting with MSO.  He had agreed to attend our 

meeting on Jan 22nd but it was rescheduled to Jan 15.   

 

Brigitte indicated that the letter from Steve to Doug is not really legal advice for MSO and Steve 

is in a conflict of interest if providing legal advice for both MSC and MSO. MSO needs formal 

legal advice prior to sharing data with a third party; the letter suggests implied consent but fails 

to mention the clauses in MSC’s new privacy policy regarding taking every means to obtain 

consent. Members have never been asked for consent to share data and implied consent cannot 

apply here. Legal advice should be obtained prior to a discussion with Doug. 

 

Brian explained that SO and SNC need to comply with PIPEDA and can’t use the data unless 

permission has been obtained.  We have not obtained permission from members to share the 

data; we need to obtain permission first. 
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Carla pointed out that the letter from Swimming Canada states that it’s now too late to share 

the data. If that’s really the case, we may need a different course of action. 

 

Brian pointed out that Swimming Canada should still accept the data based on the principle that 

they’ve requested it.  He has been dealing with many meet managers wanting to know about 

worlds and nationals; communication is required to meet managers regarding the situation. 

 

Brigitte challenges MSC’s acceptance of SNC’s statements that national records will not be 

recognized; all Masters swimmers are MSC members and national records are maintained by 

MSC, not SNC and should be recognized by MSC. 

 

For members interested in attending Worlds, USMS will accept members or members could 

register with a Quebec club. 

 

Based on the letter from Swimming Canada it appears the issue is not only impacting Ontario 

but also BC and PEI.  Brigitte asked how the other provinces are handling this.  Contact should 

be made to BC and PEI masters to see how they’ve handled this. 

 

A multi pronged approach needed to proceed with the issue including: 

- Extend the single day registration for pool events 

- Member communication and survey 

- Obtain legal advice 

- Speak to other provinces affected 

- Seek MSC support 

 

4. One day insurance for non MSO members to compete in MSO events 

Jake proposed a motion to extend the Single Event Registrant category to pool events.  Below 

are details about the motion: 

 

On July 26, 2016 the MSO Board passed a motion to provide a Single-Event Registrant category 

for Open Water Swimming Events within its policy of registration.  This policy was further 

described in a deck which was spoken to at the October, 2016 MSO AGM. 

  

It is hereby moved that the Single-Event registrant category be extended to pool events 

approved/sanctioned by MSO. 

Variation 1 – that it be extended to out of province swimmers registered with MSC or with an 

international federation 

Variation 2 – that it be extended to all swimmers interested in participating in a Masters 

Swimming pool event. 

  

A given meet director may choose to use (or not) Single-Event registration for a given meet, 

given the circumstances of the meet. 

All entries must be received by the closing date to ensure that Single-Event Registrants are 

properly documented. 

The meet manager is responsible for collecting the SER fee and remitting it to MSO.  Al SERs must 

be reflected in the meet report. 
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Brigitte confirmed the MSO insurance would cover this type of category.  This type of coverage 

was used for 27 swimmers at the Canadian Masters Open Water Championship swim meet.  

Initially the fee was agreed to be $10 however for the open water meet the fee was $5 per 

swimmer; in the US it’s $15 per swimmer.  The current board agreed $5 would be sufficient. 

 

Meet managers must be held responsible to collect the fee and get a list of the people who 

attended the meet as non MSO members; this is very important for insurance purposes.  Non 

MSO swimmers would need to register in advance of the meet, they would not be allowed to 

deck enter. 

 

Motion 3: To extend the Single Event Registrant category to pool events as described in variation 

2: to all swimmers interested in participating in a Masters Swimming pool event. 

Moved by Jake Nesovic, seconded by Brian Sheridan.  All in favor, motion passed. 

 

5. Member communication and survey 

Carla shared the draft member communication and survey.  Some amendments are needed 

given the recent developments.   

 

Matisse had also started writing a member communication.  She will take over updating the 

communication and will work with Brigitte.  The member communication needs to be sent as 

quickly as possible; the survey can follow at a later time. 

 

Jake asked that the communication to swimmers is clear and concise with a more detailed 

communication to clubs.  Not all swimmers are interested in the details. 

 

6. Request for legal opinion 

Michael reminded the board that MSO needs to be responsible on the money spent on legal 

fees.   

 

The board reviewed the letter written by Brigitte.   A question was added ahead of the first 

questions to ask what laws apply because Brigitte was no longer sure.  The most important 

question is what are MSO’s legal obligations in respect of the privacy of member registration 

data.  The fourth question is confusing as it refers to clauses in the MOU.  Brigitte will reorder 

the questions and reword question 4 to be more clear. 

 

Michael asked what exactly is MSO trying to protect against with this request.  Is there a fear of 

being sued or fined?  If so the questions should be written to ensure we get the answers we’re 

looking for. 

 

Brian and Jake explained it’s about doing the right thing.  Obtaining legal advice will provide 

insight into what MSO can legally share with a third party. 

 

The board agreed that Brigitte will first have a conversation with Anna to discuss what MSO is 

looking for and ensure the request includes the relevant information.   
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7. Meet management on the MSO website 

Jake has no update.  The issues with the online meet registration tool are not urgent given other 

pressing issues.  Brigitte has spent a lot of time learning the system and offered to review in 

more detail with Brian. 

 

8. MSO website, webmaster and communications 

Brigitte explained that previously MSO had Craig as a webmaster who posted updates as 

requested.  He resigned and has not been replaced.  Some updates are needed to the site as 

some images appear pixelated and the font sizes are not consistent.  Some members have 

posted negative comments on Facebook about the site and images on the site. 

 

Matisse is willing to review the site and make updates as possible, she needs log in credentials.  

Carla will provide the login credentials.  Some users have posted comments on the site that 

should be responded to.  The ability to post comments should be removed. 

 

Aimee’s credit card needs to be removed from the Office 365 account and Michael will add his 

credit card.  Jake will work with Michael to make the update. 

 

9. MSO Address Confirmation and next steps 

Brian C. has changed the MSO address on invoices however the registered office for MSO is 

Church St.  Mail from members has bounced back including checks from Alderwood.  The MSO 

address needs to be stable.  Some companies will use a lawyer’s address as a stable address for 

corporate documents. 

 

10. Other Business 

Registrar replacement: Since MSO needs to replace the registrar this year, a posting was made 

for an Executive Director position.  Michael has received a resume for one interested candidate.  

He will circulate amongst the board. 

 

Board Members:  MSO has had 3 board members resign one of which is the treasurer.  

According to the By Laws the Treasurer is considered an officer and should be a board member.  

Jake knows of one person in Hamilton who may be interested in joining the board however not 

sure if this person would be treasurer.  There are also 2 members from TYMS who may be 

interested.  Jake will speak to these members about their interest in joining the board.  

 

11. Next Meeting 

Given the nature and speed of the issues the board needs to address, shorter more frequent 

meetings should be held. 

 

12. Adjournment 

Motion to adjourn, moved by Brian Sheridan, seconded by Carla Oliveira 

Meeting adjourned at 9:30pm 

 


